MISSION STREET PUBLIC LIFE PLAN 16TH STREET BART PLAZAS

1. VENDING
- Convenience to transit users
- Connection to neighborhood
- Update
  - Like vendors but concerned about structure (permanent)
  - Informal structures/mobility that reflect the content issued above
  - Olivera Street - like permanent micro-vending

2. Type of Vendors
- Lots of people should be involved
  - Coffee + smoothies
  - Flowers, reading

- Food industry contact
- Need more information

- Regional goods - use back to get there from small towns

3. Goal of Vendors:
- Safety
- Create community, people get together
- Incubators

4. Media Podet
- MISBA
- Local merchants

- Keep seating
- Make it bad for pigeons
- Path of travel to BART especially for bikes
- Ladies
- Folk arts
- Taught to youngs

- Parking structure - on roof, maybe could provide offices

BART (TUN)
- Aesthetically design platform/transfer/piazza with an emphasis
- Single contractor, it would be great to include new vendors
- Kiosks are very expensive

In this spot there used to be newsstand, bring it back? Why was it removed?